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Bills Lake residents of a certain age will recall On Golden Pond, the 1981 film
starring Katherine Hepburn and Henry Fonda as an elderly couple who begin the movie
by opening their cottage in New England for the much-anticipated summer season. Although afflicted with a noticeable tremor (also in real life),
Hepburn’s character is filled
with good cheer and enthusiasm as she hurls open the window shades and takes off the
sheets that have covered the
furniture throughout the winter
months. In contrast, Fonda’s
character is a grouchy curmudgeon who, among other things,
is suffering from early-onset
dementia, possibly Alzheimer’s.
A focal point of this
beginning – filled with the promise of spring and an upcoming summer of sunshine,
nature’s beauty, and leisure – is the sound of the returning loons. They are symbols of
the coming months which will stretch out with great anticipation of happy days and
contented nights. The couple rush out to greet the loons, a veritable symbol of nature in
all of its blissful sights and sounds. The sunshine beams bright reflected yellows amidst
them on the clear water. Diamonds.
Inevitably, the movie goes on to encounter various conflicts. In mild form, so do
we but of a more mundane nature: getting the dock in, stocking the pantry and refrigerator, launching the boats, cleaning the yard of winter’s messy accumulations, planting
flowers, making repairs. But we, too, are able to pause to hear our lonely loon. Yes, we
have one too, at least last year we did.
This fictional Golden Pond was actually Squam Lake, located near the town
of Center Harbor in central New Hampshire. The lake is indeed a nesting site for loons.
Bald eagles and great blue herons can also be seen there.
One definition of happiness is the anticipation of something good. What is
spring on a lake --- and for that matter, Memorial Day weekend --  if not the expectation of summer with its longer days, quiet nights, lapping waters, ritual sunset cruises,
campfires, and open windows.
“Let my people go surfing” has been a battle cry of a certain generation. “Let us
go napping while listening to gentle wave action” is a version of another generation, the
one that enjoys the lake for its aesthetics, not just for its playground potential. It comes
complete with an occasional sound of a loon.
Yes, God’s blessings are everywhere but we prefer the ones on Bills Lake.

Remembering Dorothy Mulder
Early on, they became proficient sailors. John learned
on Reeds Lake in Grand Rapids with his brother who owned a
sailboat. Dot and John also spent time on that lake before World
War II. When John
brought a Butterfly
to Bills Lake, he
also brought an
instruction book.
He inaugurated
the Fourth of July
Sailboat Races
which always starts
at her cottage
(the property was
always in her name
in that it was her
inheritance). The
first one took place
in 1963 , an event
in which son Dale
reportedly won as
Dot seated between her mother and Aunt Dora
a 12-year-old .

Born in Milwaukee in 1921. Dorothy Knight moved with
her mother to Grand Rapids when she was eight to live with her
Aunt Dora and Uncle John Wiggins. She first came to the Wiggins’ cottage on the north side
of Bills Lake when it was being
built. She remembered a team
of horses which made a pathway
through the woods to their place
from the main road which is now
M 82. The material to construct
the cottage was carried down
the hill by hand via the stairs that
were built into the hillside behind
it Completed in the early 1920s,
it is almost 100 years old. At that
time, there were 26 cottages on
the lake.
As an eight-year-old, Dot
spent an inordinate amount of
time rowing a boat on the lake.
She traveled to get ice at what
became Swift’s Landing on west
side. For 25 cents, she would row
guests to favorite fishing spots.
Her rowboat was used to acquire
eggs and milk from the farmers on
the east side. In turn, Aunt Dora
often rowed guests around the
lake entertaining them with singing accompanied by a Victrola.

		
Since then,
a Mulder – son or
grandson – has
carried home some
hardware virtually
every year. The races
are managed by sonin-law Jim Hribal and
are now called the
Commodore John
Mulder Memorial
Regatta. John passed
in 2007 at age 86.

Dot married her high
school sweetheart and fellow
Grand Rapids South graduate
Running (‘er, rowing) errands and making money in 1929
(both Class of 1939) John Mulder
in 1942, shortly before he entered
The family business, Master Finish Company, has been
the service. She spent the war years inspecting guns and lots
passed down to sons and now grandsons. So has the cottage
more time after as a dental assistant. She also inherited the Bills
in the sense that all the children own parcels in the same area.
Lake cottage and proceeded to install electricity in the dwelling
They – including great grandchildren -- are the beneficiaries of
for (gasp!) $25. The couple spent as many days on the lake as
wonderful times, pleasant memories, and fond opportunities
possible given the constricting circumstances of work and chilfor experiences in nature. Indeed Dot, who passed at age 96 this
dren. Jeanne, Mike, and Dale were the beneficiaries of splendid
past winter, was a family matriarch who provided in her Bills Lake
summer days while Dad commuted to Grand Rapids to tend to
cottage a family touchstone for several generations.
his business. Over the years, they added to and modernized the
structure.

2018 Calendar
Saturday, May 26th
Friday, June 8th
Saturday, June 9th
Saturday, June 30th
Saturday, July 7th

Association Meeting
Lakewide Garage Sale
Lakewide Garage Sale
Association Meeting
July 4th Contests
Circle of Fire

10:00 a.m.
Your choice
Your Choice
10:00 a.m.
Details in 7/4 newsletter
9:59 p.m.

Sunday, July 8th
Saturday, Aug. 4th
Saturday, Sept. 1st

Circle of Fire Rain Date
Lakefest
Association Meeting

9:59 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.

Communications: For the past eight years,

periodic mass e-mails have been sent to Bills Lake residents.
Content has run the gamut from bear sightings (yes, we had one
several years ago) to reports of vandalism and stolen property
to announcements of lost items (swimming rafts, canoes, and
sailboats that became unmoored) and found items (dogs, dock
sections and sailboards). This spring, messages involved boats
and shore stations for sale.
If you have not been receiving these announcements,
please contact Ed Waits regarding your e-mail address. If you
don’t wish to receive these missives, let him know.

edwaits@charter.net

The Bills Lake association asks occupants of each residence for (gasp!) $15 to fund what we do. The money goes to
pay property taxes and insurance on the association grounds,
July 4th trophies, lake testing (lab) fees, our website domain
name ($19 per year), the July 4th newsletter printing, directories for those who want them, advance money for the Lakefest,
the light bill, garage sale advertisements......  This is a voluntary
contribution.
Generally speaking, treasurer Lynda Fox collects the
$15 dues at each association meeting but zone representatives
often do so, especially when they are selling July 4th flares. A
treasurer’s report can be viewed on our website.

Our water quality may not be great but it is consistent.

One purpose of lake water testing is to ascertain trends. To this
end, three kinds of tests have been administered since 2003: transparency, phosphorous, and chlorophyll. The results are averaged in what is
known as the Carlson Trophic Index, a scale that scientists use to evaluate the health of a body of water.
The numbers at the right will be probably be meaningless unless you have read the lake testing report on our website (fair warning:
it is long and detailed). But a glance indicates that when the results of
these three tests are averaged, our water quality is relatively consistent
year after year.
An average of 38 means that we are between the oligotrophic
and mesotrophic categories: good but not great. Moreover, we are not
improving with age in terms of transparency but phosphorus and chlorophyll results are generally excellent.

Year

Composite Score

2003

40

2004

38

2005

41

2006

39

2007

37

2009

37

2010

36

2011

36

2012

40

2013

38

2014

38

2015

39

2016

37

2017

38

Average

38

Hard copies of the Bills Lake Directory are periodically published and distributed to those who ask for them. But the document is
only as accurate as the information provided. Often enough, there is not sufficient communication regarding home sales and deaths.
Please help:

edwaits@charter.net or 652-2629

Too big for the lake?
For years, the declaration, “That boat is too big for the
lake” has been heard virtually every time a water craft was
deemed too large and too fast by a resident. It referenced
speed and the resulting wave action, particularly as it affected other boats on the water and the shorelines which
were buffeted beyond the normal day-to-day smashing.
But the advent of a new kind of craft known as wake boats
(a.k.a. deep trough boats, wakeboard boats, ballast boats,
and wave boats) has exacerbated this situation.  According
to Grand Rapids attorney Cliff Bloom, who writes about
riparian concerns for the Michigan Lake and Stream Associations quarterly, “Wake boats are not simply a different
type of boat, and the problems they create are not just a
matter of degree. The problems caused by wake boats are
geometrically worse than conventional speed boats.”
According to Bloom, intense competition among wake boat
manufacturers to create high energy wakes has resulted in
new and very effective technologies. “Variable high volume
ballast systems, as well as specially designed hulls, propellers, and powertrains, have all led to significant improvement in the performance of wake boats in recent years,”
he writes. “The potential for collateral damage to docks,
hoists, moored boats, and other shoreline equipment as
well as the potential for shoreline erosion increases with
the wake boat displacement, engine and hull size, and
speed. Ballast-laden wake boats operating at even moderate speeds are capable of producing surface and near-surface wake-related energy levels that substantially exceed
the energy created by even the largest waves induced
by intense summer thunderstorms and/or high winds on
inland lakes.”
This is not news to some Bills Lake residents. A substantial portion of last Labor Day’s association meeting was
spent on the problem. Complaints ranged from damage to
shoreline property to the dangers of being on the water
alongside watercraft that generated such dangerous waves
(“I don’t let my children out there during the afternoon
anymore”). Intense waves slam into shorelines. They have

been known to knock someone standing on a dock down
or off.  Tether lines can be snapped. Rafts get more than
just rocky.
Small lakes such as ours are particularly susceptible. As
Bloom puts it, “Just a few boats operated in a normal fashion can destroy many of the attributes that make lake living
attractive.”
Too big for our lake? The issue is, in some ways, classic.
For instance, when a boat travels around with lake with
speakers blaring, which takes precedence: the shoreline
observer’s right to not have to hear it or the freedom of
the driver to play what he wants as loud as he wants?
In like manner, when a wake boat goes roaring around the
lake stirring things up, which takes precedence: the legal
freedom to operate it however the driver wishes or a riparian owner’s right to protect his/her shoreline?
In his article -- which was e-mailed to residents last fall
and can be found on our website-- Bloom offers some
suggestions but admits that solutions are limited. Indeed,
in a similar effort, the Bills Lake Association sent a letter
to the Croton Township board last June asking that local
regulations be updated to address this problem. When the
movement expanded to asking for statewide action, the
township board decided not to act. Instead, it was agreed
that this problem should be worked out locally. Enter the
Labor Day meeting last year. Lots of complaining but as yet
no resolution.
Undoubtedly, this issue will be brought up at the upcoming
Memorial Day meeting. To date, very little has been heard
from our lake’s wave boat owners but it will be of great
interest to see what happens this summer on the water
given the public concern and subsequent publicity.
If not in a public forum, discussions of concerns among
neighbors might be the way forward.

When a wake boat goes roaring around the lake stirring things up, which takes precedence:
the legal freedom to operate it however the driver wishes or a riparian owner’s right to
protect his/her shoreline?

A pathway around the lake
Do we need one? Do we want one? Are we willing to pay the price?
At some point, the idea of a footpath around the
lake was proposed. The genesis of it is unclear but
the idea quickly caught metaphorical fire, at least for
the few who regularly walk long distances. It could
be that folks were aware of the established pathway
from Croton to Hardy dams and viewed it as possibility here. Walkers on 92nd and Pear Streeets having
to step to the side for vehicle traffic undoubtedly had
much to do with it. More to the point, Croton Twp.
Trustee Ralph Green became an enthusiastic advocate. He did some preliminary work including a cost
estimate and made presentations at our association
meetings.
The momentum for this idea gathered even more
steam when Scott Faulkner, co-owner with wife Robin
of Newaygo’s Riverstop Café, addressed residents
at last summer’s Labor Day meeting about what it
would take to establish a walking path around a lake.
Scott was accompanied by Wayne Meyer, a Newaygo
County official who knows how to build roads. They
shared their experiences with regard to producin the
Croton pathway. They have even established a committee called The Edge, a small group of committed
people who have had success in getting pathways
built and serve as a resource to others in Newaygo
County who want to do the same.
Scott presented a quite daunting document from The
Edge about what is involved (see next page). To be
sure, it is a lengthy process, in part because – according to Ralph -- it is more cost-effective to co-ordinate
the establishment of a pathway with road repaving.
Presently, repaving roads around Bills Lake is scheduled for five years from now.

But to be sure, Newaygo Road Commission money
and township funds won’t come close to paying for
the pathway. A cost estimate of over $700,000 was
provided by Ralph last year (available upon re-		
quest from Ed Waits). Instead, we will have to secure
a grant from the Fremont Area Community Foundation, a very generous and well-funded organization
which has donated lot of funds for an abundance of
Newaygo County projects over the years. Convincing them that we are worthy will be a major quest. It
involves more than just grant writing.
For instance, establishing where the path will go and
solving a myriad of problems in terms of possible
encroachment, drainage, etc. is a part of it. We have
to convince the FACF that we know what we want and
are organized. We can get grant writing help but we
will need engineering assistance. Ralph is very capable –and indeed enthusiastic – but alas, he is moving
back to Ohio and thus, resigning as trustee. We will
need the help of Wayne as well as anyone else who
knows how to build roads. The Newaygo County Road
Commission can help with the planning.
In other words, it’s not simply a matter of finding
the money. If we truly want this path, we will need
committed individuals who are willing to sit on committees and become a tangible symbol of our desire
to get this done (again, see next page). Scott and his
group have a fair amount of experience in terms of
dealing with the FACF and can testify that if none of
us are present on an ongoing basis to voice our desires, they are unlikely to look positively on our application for money. Yes, some of our tax money would
go into the pathway but it will be modest compared
to the overall expense.

How badly do we want this? Are we willing to pay the price? Not just money, but time.
See next page.

Our free library: It’s not so little

The 2nd Annual Salute to Summer Cruise

Yes, Bills Lake has its
own library for your summertime reading  pleasure.
The selections are extensive
-- over 2000 titles -- and can
be viewed on our website.
The library, located in the Apace zone at 8865 Lake
St., is open on summer weekends from 1:00 to
3:00 or by appointment.
The librarian, Barb Neueither, offers exceptional service. If you contact her with a title
(neureit2@gmail.com or 652-7829), she will pull
it from the shelves and have it waiting for you. She
periodically sends out e-mails announcing recent
arrivals.
Although the Bills Lake Association donates
money to this effort, most of the books arrive
through donations. If Barb has more than one
copy of a particular title, she offers it at our annual lakewide garage sale and uses the proceeds
to purchase recent publications. In other words,
turning pages of hard copies is still alive and well
and available on Bills Lake.

Last year we inaugrated a Salute to the Coming Season cruise around the lake on the Sunday
night of Memorial weekend. Over 30 watercraft
participated beginning at 7:30. It didn’t hurt that
the weather was splendid.
In the hope that Sunday, May 27th will be
the same, we invite you and your neighbors to
join us. Yes, despsite a range of weather set-backs,
particularly in April when we endured the fourth
coldest in recorded history last month, summer is
indeed close.

Bills Lake on Facebook
Ever on the cutting edge of 21st Century
technology, the Bills Lake Association communicates through mass e-mails and our website. But we
also offer a Facebook page.
The link is www.facebook.com/billslake.net/
If you can’t access it this way, type Bills Lake Association into Facebook’s Search bar.
Sherry Moline posts community news
that might be of interest: from the lake and from
the township. She also posts photos. She can be
reached at moline819@charter.net or
616 466-8785.

Partying on the weekends.
There is a certain element that enjoys being on the lake in the middle of the night on certain
summer weekends. Such activities have wonderful
potential  until they intrude on the peace of those
who are trying to get some sleep. Intrusion includes
loud music and bad language.
Indeed, there is an Croton Twp. noise ordinance prohibiting this kind of activity; it is posted on
our website. Undoubtedly the revelers haven’t read
it and/or simply don’t care but they should know
that this behavior warrants loud protest from those
onshore, a call to the authorities, and if possible,
some photos. Time has been provided for noise:
11:00 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.

If you are thinking about having your boat seats
recovered, you should talk to Ed Waits first. He has
an excellent recommendation.
652-2629 or edwaits@charter.net

Household Hazardous Waste Collection
Held @ the Newaygo County Road Commission
M-20 just west of M-37
June 2, 2018
8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m

If you question dumping it on the ground or down your drain, we take it!
Hazardous items accepted at No Charge for Newaygo County residents,
though donations are greatly appreciated!

**NEW ITEMS WE’RE ACCEPTING**
Televisions and old monitors-$20.00 fee each
Electronics (Printers, tablets, cellphones, laptops)-Free Drop Off
Only the first four vehicle tires will be accepted free; after that there is a $3.00 per tire charge up to 10.
Larger tires not accepted. No ammunition or explosives. No compressed gas cyliners.

If you have questions, call the Newaygo County Board of Public Works at 689-7213

